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Absolute doubly differential cross sections for secondary electron production by electron impact 
have been measured for static gas targets of neon, argon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. Electron 
impact energies were from 100 to 500 eV. An electrostatic analyzer was used to analyze 
secondary electrons with energies between 4 eV and the primary electron energy minus the first 
ionization potential of the target. Angles of emission were 10° to 150°. The present data agree 
well with the data of Opal, Beaty, and Peterson at 90° but, as was observed previously for 
helium, the agreement becomes increasingly poorer for larger and smaller angles. This angular 
disagreement, which is independent of target gas and impact energy, is approximately given by 
a+(1-a) sin θ, where a=0.10±0.12. Previously we compared the experimental data of Opal, 
Beaty, and Peterson with calculations by Manson for helium and obtained a similar correction 
but with a=0.53. Recent Born-approximation calculations of Manson are compared with our 500-
eV argon data. The calculations reproduce the angular distributions of the measured cross 
sections quite well for small secondary-electron energies. For intermediate energies the 
agreement is still quite good near the momentum-conservation peak but poorer for large 
scattering angles. 
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Absolute doubly differential cross sections for ejection of secondary electrons from gases by 
electron impact. 11. 100-500-eV electrons on neon, argon, 
molecular hydrogen, and molecular nitrogen 
R. D. DuBois* and M. E. Rudd 
Behlen Laboratory of Physics, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska 68588 
(Received 22 September 1977) 
Absolute doubly differentla] cross sectlons for secondary electron pryduction by electron impact have been 
measured for static gas targets of neon, argon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. Electroa impact energies were from 
100 to 500 eV. An electrostatic analyzer was used to analyze secondary electrons with energies between 4 eV 
and the pnmary electron energy mlnus the first lon~zat~on potentla1 of the target Angles of emlsslon were 
10" to 150" The present data agree well with the data of Opal, Beaty, and Peterson at 90' but, as was 
observed previously for hehum, the agreement becomes lncreas~ngly poorer for larger and smaller angles 
T h ~ s  angular d~sagreement, whlch 1s Independent of target gas and Impact energy, IS approx~matelq glven by 
a + (1 - a )  sln 0, where a = 0 10f 0 12 Previously we compared the experimental data of Opal, Beaty, 
and Peterson wlth calculat~ons by Manson for hehum and obtalned a s~mllar correctlon but with a = 0 5 3  
Recent Born-approx~mat~on calculat~ons of Manson are compdred w ~ t h  our 500-eV argon data The 
calculat~ons reproduce the angular dlstrlbuttons of the measured cross sections qulte aell for small secondary- 
electron energles For intermed~ate energles the agreement 1s st111 quite good near the momentum- 
conservation peak but poorer for large scattenng angles 
INTRODUCTION 
When an energetic electron passes through a 
gas, ionizing collisions will occur. Such a colli- 
sion results  in a scattered incident electron with 
degraded energy, an ejected atomic electron, 
and a recoiling ion. Detailed information about 
these collisions may be given in t e rms  of the 
doubly differential c ros s  sections (DDCS) for  ejec- 
tion of secondary electrons of energy E, (this also 
includes scattered electrons) at  an angle 0 by a 
pr imary  electron of energy E,. The DDCS a r e  also 
written u(E,, E,, 0) o r  o(E,, 8). These c ros s  sec-  
tions a r e  of interest in plasma, atmospheric, and 
radiation physics, a s  well a s  having intrinsic value 
because of their  basic nature. Since the collision 
is a three-body process in which exchange i s  pos- 
sible, it i s  difficult t o  t rea t  theoretically. 
Previous experimental measurements of DDCS 
by electron impact fo r  targets  other than helium 
a r e  few. The  most extensive study i s  that of Opal, 
Beaty, and Peterson,' henceforth to be called 
OBP. They present data for  several gases  and a 
data a r e  thus f a r  for  limited angular o r  energy 
ranges and few gases.  
Previously (paper I) we presented measurements 
of DDCS for helium.= A comparison of our static 
gas  measurements with the directed beam work of 
OBP indicated that an angular correction needs 
to be applied to their  data. Instead of using our 
data to determine the correction, however, we 
made an  extensive comparison of OBP's data with 
the Born approximation calculations of Manson 
e t  al.' at  2 keV and found that the correction needed 
to bring OBP's data into approximate agreement 
was identical with the correction suggested by an 
auxiliary experiment reported by OBP themselves. 
This correction was to divide the data of OBP by 
the factor  a +(1 -a )  sin0 with a =0.53. Comparisons 
made with our experimental data on helium and 
with that of ear l ie r  investigators indicated the need 
for a stronger correction, i.e., a smaller  value of 
the constant a. However, a t  that t ime comparisons 
had only been made a t  30" and 90". We now have 
comparisons a t  al l  angles and for  several  addi- 
tional gases. Because our measurements a r e  
la rge  range of primary energies in tabular form made with static gas  targets  the calculation of the 
but their  secondary electron energy range does interaction volume i s  simple and straightforward 
not include the higher energies where most of the using only the standard l/sinO factor. Because of 
scattered primary electrons of degraded energy our good angular resolution, this i s  a good approx- 
a r e  found. Oda2 has measured c ros s  sections imation even down to angles a s  small  a s  2"  a s  
over the entire ionization continuum fo r  several  shown in our ear l ie r  work on elastic scattering.' 
targets  using 500 eV primary electrons. More The good agreement of that work with other mea- 
recent a r e  the data reported by Kennerly and Bon- surements and theory confirms that our angular 
ham3 employing the time-of-flight technique orig- distributions a r e  not subject to any appreciable 
inally used by Toburen and wilson4 for  proton im- geometric e r ro r s .  OBP, on the other hand, used 
pact. Also noted a r e  the data of T i ~ o n e . ~  These a directed beam for  a target  but t reated i t  a s  a 
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static gas  in calculating c ros s  sections. By their  
own admission1 this  caused an e r r o r  which l ies  
someplace between unity and sins, i.e., the cor-  
rection indicated above with a between unity and 
zero. We believe that the present data provide a 
bas is  for  an estimate of the correction needed in 
the data of OBP. 
We have measured DDCS for  100-500-eV elec- 
t rons  impacting upon neon, argon, and nitrogen 
and 100-eV electrons on hydrogen. Secondary 
electrons were  detected with energies between 
4 eV and the primary energy minus the f i r s t  ioni- 
zation potential of the target. Angles of emission 
were  10" to 150". The argon data a t  500 eV a r e  
compared with the recent calculations of Manson.' 
His calculations, a s  in the case  of helium, were 
based on the Born approximation with Hartree-  
Slater initial discrete and final continuum wave 
functions. Only the 3 p  subshell of argon was con- 
sidered, but Manson estimatesg that the 3s sub- 
shell would contribute l e s s  than 10% to the c ros s  
sections up to 20 eV and no more  than 20% up to 
200 eV. 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
The apparatus was the same a s  used in I and was 
described in detail previously.* An electron beam, 
produced by a rotatable electron gun, i s  directed 
into a static gas  target. Secondary electrons 
emitted a t  an  angle Bare  energy analyzed by a 
parallel-plate electrostatic analyzer and detected 
by a channeltron. Measurements of integrated 
primary beam currents, geometrical factors, de- 
tection efficiency, and secondary electron counts 
detected with and without a target  gas  present 
allow absolute values of DDCS to be determined. 
DDCS for  argon and nitrogen were measured 
for  selected secondary electron energies by manu- 
ally adjusting the analyzing voltage and recording 
the scattered signals. For  neon and hydrogen the 
secondary energies were automatically varied in 
small  increments while the scattered signals were 
recc~rded. In both cases  the statistical e r r o r  of 
the recorded signal with target  gas  present was 
l e s s  than 5%. The background correction in- 
creased f rom approximately 5% for  energies 
grea ter  than 10 eV to 30%-60% for  the lowest en- 
ergies measured. Fo r  this reason, the low ener-  
gy data must be considered to be l e s s  reliable. 
The overall uncertainty in the relative c ros s  sec-  
tions was generally *15% while the absolute val- 
ue s  were uncertain by *20% for secondary ener-  
gies above 10 eV. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Representative graphs of the DDCS for  Ne, Ar, 
H,, and N, a r e  shown in Figs. 1-4, respectively, 
FIG.  1. Doubly differential cross  sections for ejection 
of electrons a t  various angles vs  secondary electron 
energy for 250-eV e-Ne collisions. 
while Table I provides a numerical listing for  
some of the c ros s  sections graphed. A complete 
numerical tabulation of the c ros s  sections for  al l  
energies, angles, and gases is available else- 
where.'' 
The DDCS r i s e  at  low secondary electron ener- 
gies for  all angles and also a t  high secondary en- 
ergies fo r  small  angles. Peaks due to Auger 
transitions a r e  seen in A r  a t  200 eV and in N, a t  
I I I I 1 I 
0 100 200 300 400 500 
eV 
FIG.  2 .  Doubly differential cross  sections vs second- 
a r y  electron energy for 500-eV e-Ar collisions. 
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FIG. 3. Doubly differential c ros s  sections vs second- 
a r y  electron energy for 100-eV e-Hz collisions. 
360 eV. The structure observed at an energy loss 
of approximately 43 eV in neon and 25 eV in argon 
i s  probably due to doubly excited states of the tar -  
get. A spurious structure at 0.32 times the pri- 
mary edergy i s  attributed to reflections from the 
analyzer surfaces a s  it appears in all gases a t  
small angles where a strong elastically scattered 
electron beam enters the analyzer. The true 
continuum cross  sections should be smooth curves 
under those bumps. 
FIG. 4. Doubly differential c ros s  sections vs second- 
a r y  electron energy for 500-eV e-N2 collisions. 
Figure 5 compares the angular distributions for 
selected secondary electron energies for the theo- 
retical values of Manson, the measured values of 
OBP, and the present data for 500-eV argon. As 
for helium, the measurements of OBP and the 
present data agree well near 90" and more poorly 
at the extreme angles. The theoretical angular 
distributions appear to agree better with the pre- 
TABLE I. Doubly differential c ros s  sections in m2/ev s r  for selected angles and energies. 
E, s(eV) * 1 eV 
e 20 5 o 100 200 400 
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sent measurements than with OBP, particularly 
for  small  secondary electron energies; however. 
the forward peak we observe a t  small  angles and 
intermediate secondary energies i s  absent f rom 
the calculations. As was pointed out p r e v i o ~ s l y , ~ ~  
the forward peak i s  attributed to electron ex- 
change. Hence i t s  absence in the calculations, 
which do not include exchange, is not surprising. 
It should be noted that recently Oda and Nishi- 
mural2 presented improved measurements which 
did not show the r i s e  in the forward direction for- 
merly reported by them and seen in the present 
work. 
In Fig. 6 we have plotted the rat io of OBP's mea- 
surements to the theoretical values of Manson for  
500-eV argon. The rat ios a r e  normalized at  90" 
and averaged over secondary energies between 0 
and 30 eV, where the calculations should be most 
accurate. Also shown i s  a s imilar  comparison of 
the OBP data with our present measurements but 
F IG .  5 .  Doubly differential c ross  sections for  ejection 
of electrons a t  various energies v s  angle of emission for 
500-eV electrons on argon. Solid curve: theory by 
Manson (Ref. 9 ) ;  dotted curve: present data; dashed 
curve: data of Opal, Beaty, and Peterson (Ref. 1). 
FIG. 6 .  Ratios of OBP data to theory by Manson (@) 
and to present data (x)  for 500-eV argon. Ratios a r e  
normalized to 90". Solid curve i s  a least-squares fit 
to OBP/Manson ratios of form a +(1  -a)  sine,  with 
a =0.02+ 0.14. Dashed curve with a =0.53 i s  suggested 
correction to OBP data obtained f rom helium data analy- 
s i s  (Ref. 6) .  
in this  case  averaged over a range of energies be- 
tween 20 and 200 eV, where the measurements 
should be most accurate. To obtain the rat ios a t  
50°, 70°, 11Oo, and 130" a logarithmic interpola- 
tion was applied to the OBP data. The solid curve 
of the form a +(1 - a )  sin8 i s  a least-squares fit to 
the O ~ P / M a n s o n  rat ios with a = 0.02 i0.14. A 
similar  fit for  the O ~ P / p r e s e n t  rat ios yields 
a = -0.05 i0.06.  Also shown by the dashed curve 
i s  the correction with n =0.53 which we suggested 
ear l ie r  for  the helium data. 
Extending the comparison between OBP and the 
present data to other gases and energies gives 
values of a ranging from -0.05 to 0.21. Averaging 
al l  of the present experimental data gives a value 
of a=O.10*0.12. 
The measurements of Tisone5 for  500-eV elec- 
t rons  on N, agree  well with the present data. The 
angular distributions for  the various electron 
energies generally agrees  within 10%. 
For  secondary electron energies above 10 eV 
our DDCS a t  90" agree  well with those of OBP, the 
discrepancies being generally 4%-8%. However, 
for  neon a t  500 eV our data were 20% larger  a t  
200 eV and about 30% smaller  a t  10 eV. 
The DDCS may be integrated over angle to ob- 
tain the singly differential c ros s  sections (SDCS) 
by the relation 
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FIG. 7 ,  Singly differential c r o s s  sect ions v s  secondary 
e lec t ron  energy for  500-eV argon:  a, p r e s e n t  data; 
x , data by Opal, Beaty,  and Pe te rson  (Ref. 1) ; dashed 
c u r v e ,  theory by Manson (Ref. 9), ejected e lec t rons  
only; sol id c u r v e ,  theory by Manson, ejected plus 
s c a t t e r e d  e lec t rons .  
Cross  sections differential only in angle 8 were  
also obtained by integration over secondary energy. 
Thus 
These integrations were done using the trapezoidal 
rule, i.e., a linear interpolation between data 
points. Figure 7 gives t h e  singly differential c ros s  
sections o(E,) for  500-eV argon. The calculations 
of Manson have been "folded" to include both scat- 
tered and ejected electron contributions. The 
agreement i s  ra ther  good over the entire ionization 
continuum, although the calculated energy depen- 
dence slightly underestimates the contribution of 
intermediate energy electrons probably because 
exchange was not included. Also shown a r e  the 
OBP data, which agree  quite well with the present 
c ros s  sections. Kim13 has  previously demon- 
strated that the SDCS of OBP a r e  quite good a t  
low energies. The increased disagreement fo r  the 
la rger  energies i s  probably due to  the i r  under- 
estimation of the DDCS a t  30" and i t s  effect on the 
integration over angles. For  la rger  energies the 
contribution of the small  angles to the SDCS in- 
creases.  
CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented the angular and energy depen- 
dence of the absolute doubly differential c ros s  
sections fo r  secondary electron emission f rom 
neon, argon, hydrogen, and nitrogen. The present  
data agree  well with measurements of OBP a t  90" 
but suggest that their  angular distributions would 
be improved if their  data were  divided by the fac-  
tor  0.10 + 0.90sinQ. This correction i s  confirmed 
by the measurements of Tisone on N,. Thus the 
experimental data indicate a need fo r  a correction 
of OBP's data which is very near sing while Man- 
son's theoretical calculations require a correction 
between s ine  and +(I  +sing). While we have at- 
tempted to fit the angular discrepancies with a 
simple mathematical expression, Fig. 6 indicates 
that a more  exact correction would require a 
m o r e  complicated form. Better calculations o r  
more  definitive measurements may be required 
to  ascertain the precise angular distributions of 
secondary electrons and to verify the presence of 
the forward peak seen here. 
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